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Qystaeyen 
The notion of a stable torsion theory defined on a module 
Gabriel’s thesis [4]. If R is a commutative noetherian ring, then every t 
on R-mod is stable. Conversely, if R is a commutative rin 
every torsion theory on R-mod is stable, then R is noethe 
dimension or is a valuation ring [3]. 
In the noncommutative case, left noetherian rings R h 
every torsion theory on R-mod is stable have been stu 
example, [3,7,10,11]) and often show themselves to be 
‘translated’ from the commutative noetherian case. in this note we 
this point by considering two constructions basic to homol 
mutative notherian rings. Our basic reference for the corn 
0. Notation and terminology 
Throughout the following, R will denote an associative ( 
commutative) ring with unit element 1. We will denote by R-m 
all unitary left R-modules. Morphisms in R-mod will be written 
right. The injective hull of a left R-module 
The complete brouwerian lattice of all he 
mod will be denoted by R-tors. Notation and terminolo 
will follow [S]. In particular, a torsion theory is cons 
of injective left R-modules. If TV R-tors 
R-mod by TT(*) and the r-localization end~funct~r 
localization of the ring R at t will be denoted 
R-module M is said to be t-dense [resp. T_PZHV] in
[resp. r-torsionfree]. A left R-module 
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a r-pure submodule of its injective hull. A r-torsionfree r-injective left R-module 
is r-pure in any r-torsionfree module containing it as a submodule and SO is said to 
be absolutely t-pure. 
of M is a left R-module, then the meet of all torsion theories relative to which M 
is t~rsiQn will be denoted by c(M) and the join of all torsion theories relative to 
which M is torsionfree will be denoted by x(M). Then < = r(O) is the unique minimal 
element of R-tors and x =x(O) is the unique maximal element of R-tors. 
A nonzero r-torsionfree left R-module A4 is said to be r-cocritical if and only if 
each nonzero submoidule of M is r-dense in it. A left R-module is cocritical if and 
only if it is et-cocritical for some torsion theory 7. Simple left R-modules are 
cocritical; cocritical left R-modules are always uniform but the converse need not 
be true. A torsion theory of the form x(M) for some cocritical left R-module M is 
said to be prime. If R is left noetherian then the prime elements of R-tors are pre- 
cisely those which are prime in the lattice-theoretic sense. The set of all prime torsion 
theories in R-tot-s is called the left spectrum of R and will be denoted by R-sp. For 
R-tars, we let P(r) denote the set of those elements it of R-sp satisfying n L r. 
If R is icft noetherian, then T= AK)(t) for any TE R-tors. 
If M is a left R-module, then the set of all elements of R-sp relative to which M 
is not torsion is called the support of M; we denote it by supp(M). The set of all 
elements of R-sp of tlhe form x(N), where N is a cocritical submodule of M, is called 
the set of associated primes of M and is denoted by ass(M). Clearly 
ass(M) G supp(M). If R is a left noetherian ring then ass(M) #0 for every nonzero 
left R-module M. 
A torsion theory TE R-tors is said to be stable if and only if the class of all 
r-torsion left R-modlules is closed under taking injective hulls. If 7 is stable, then 
any indecomposable injiective left R-module is either r-torsion or r-torsionfree. The 
converse holds if R is left noetherian. The ring R is said to be left stable if and only 
if every element of R-tors is stable. If R is left noetherian, then it is left stable if 
and only if every element of R-sp is stable. 
Finally. a torsion theory 7 E R-tors is said to be perfect if and only if every left 
&-module is r-torsionfree when considered as a left R-module. If R is left 
noetherian, then a torsion theory TIE R-tors is perfect if and only if the functor 
Q,( l ) is exact. 
t. Some modules associated with prime torsion theories 
In this section we will review some constructions associated with prime torsion 
theories, kth particular emphasis on, the case that the underlying ring is left stable 
and left noet herian u 
1.1. Proposition. IJbt E R-sp and if M and .M’ are nc-cocritical left R-modules, the,n 
) and E(M’) are isomorphic, 
Proof. The left R-module M is z-torsionfree and so 
Moreover, if 0 # CY E Horn&I, E(M’)), then by the ~-~o~ri~i~~~ 
that cy mtist be manic (for otherwise im(a) would be ~~tors~o~~~ ar 
isomorphic to a nonzero injective submodule of E(W). But Af rs 
E(M) z E(M). Cl 
In particular, by Proposition 1.1 we see that to each prime 
R-sp we can assign an indecomposable injective left R-module 
isomorphism, which is the injective hull of any n-cocritical left 
E(n) E n, we call the canonical member of ac. Moreover, E(n) has a 
z-cocritical submodule C(z), which is just the core of /Z(n) 
Proposition 2.9 of [13] for details. If M is a n-cocritical left R 
exists an R-monomorphism from bf to E(n), the image of which is JW,U,Z 
so contained in C(n). Thus, in particular, we see that C(n) 
copy of every Ir-cocritical eft R-module. Moreover, by Propo 
note that if IM is a Ir-moduIe, then so is Q,(M) and s 
C(z)= Q=(C(z)). Thus C(z) is a-injective. Since E(q) is the injective 
this implies that C(n) is a n-pure submodule of E(H). Moreot 
submodule of C(n) (can be n-injective. Indeed, if N were a 
injective submodule of C(z), then, by cocriticalness, IV would 
and so the exact sequence O+N -C(n)-C(lr)/N-+O would 
fact that C(z) is uniform. Thus C(z) is the unique (up to is 
n-cocritical left R-module. 
Let us denote the endomorphism ring of C(n) by D(r). i iat:, is ;I 
[S, Proposition 18.2(6)] since C(n) must clearly equal rnt, own ~M~~I~~ 
Furthermore, if M is any left R-module and if i is dny nonne 
Extk(C@), M) is canonically a right vector space over D(n)- 
In general, C(n)#E(n). If equality holds, then R is said to 
If every element of R-sp is cocritically nice, then the r 
cocriticaly nice. Such rings are studied in (71. For example, rm 
polynomials as studied in [2] are left cocritically nice, as are left 
rings over which all quasi-injective left R-modules are injtitive). 
noetherian ring is left cocritically nice if and only if the end 
indecomposable injective left R-module is a division ring. 
1.2. Proposition. Let R be a left stable left noetheriun ring 
prime torsion theory which is not cocritica!&y nice. Then ass{ 
Proof. Since the ring R is left noetherian, we know that ass 
empty. Now assume that n’~ass(E(J&Ko)) and let NJ@ 
module of E(n)/C(lr). Since C(n) is n-injec 
and so ~‘=x(N/C(~))ZX. On the other hand, N is a sl~brn 
uniform. Clearly N cannot be &-torsion 
Therefore II = x@(n)) = x(N) L n ’ and so 
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isposition, If R is a left stable ring and if n, II’ E R-sp, then 
Q,&W = 
E(n) if mid, 
0 otherwise 
roof, If nz II’, then E’(n) is n-torsionfree and so 7t’-torsionfree. Therefore 
(E(n)) is the at’-injective hull of E(n) and so equals E(n). If ZZIC’, then E(n) is 
n’-torsionfree and so, by stability, is &-torsion. Therefore Q&E@)) =O. Cl 
will say that the ring R is left local if and only if all simple left R-modules 
1.4. Proposition. A ring R is left focal if and only if r E R-sp. 
roof. First assume that R is left local and let N be a simple left R-module. If M 
is a nonzero left R-module and if O+m EM, then Rm has a homomorphic image 
isomorphic to N and so Rm is not X(N)-torsion. Thus the only X(N)-torsion left 
R-module is the O-module, proving that < =x(N) E R-sp. 
Conversely, assume that < E R-sp and let Nr and N2 be simple left R-modules. 
Then each Ni is <-cocritical and so x(Nr) = { =x(N2). Thus there exists a nonzero 
R-homomorphism Q! :N, +E(N2), which is manic since N, is simple. Since N2 is 
simple and large in E(N2), we have im(cx) n NZ # 0 and so N2 E im(@. This implies 
that im(a) = NZ and so N, 5 N2. Thus R is left local. Cl 
If R is left local ring, then we claim that C(c) is a simple left R-module. Indeed, 
if N is a simple left R-module, then N is isomorphic to a submodule N’ of C(c). 
Moreover C(c)JN’ is &torsion and so must be the O-module. Thus N’= C(r), 
establishing the claim. 
1.5. Proposiition. If R is a left locuP ring, then the folio wing conditions on a left 
R-module M are equivalent: 
(1) SOC(lra)#O, 
(2) r E ass(M), 
(3) x(M) = <a 
Proof. Uear!y (I) is equivalent o (2) and x(M)1 4 always. On the other hand, (1) 
is equivalent o the condition that A4 has a simple submodule N and so is equivalent 
to the condition that r =&N) r: x(M) 2 r. From this the equivalence of (1) and (3) 
follows directly. 
a left R-module and define the countable set of left R-modules 
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{M(‘) (ir 0) inductively by setting M(O) = M and A# ’ ‘I = 
For each i, let E’i = E(AP) and let Qi : EI * Ei + 1 be the CO 
R-homomorphisms Ei -+M(‘+ I)+ El+ 1. Let CZ, 1be the canonilzal in
Eo. Thus we have constructed an exact sequence 
U-1 
O-M-E 
a0 
0 
---‘El -e.e 
which is an injective resolution of M, called its minimal injective 
construction is, of course, a familiar one in homological lgebra. 
characterize minimal injective resolutions of moldules over lelt sta 
rings. First, however, we need a technical lemma. 
2.1. Proposition. Let R be a left stable left noetherian ring and 
an R-monomorphism of left R-modules. Then the followin 
valen t: 
(1) i\. is an essential extension. 
(2) For every n E R-sp and for every n-cocritical eft R-modu 
0: HomR( W, Q,(M))+HomR( W, Q,(M’)) induced by I== Q,(A) : 
is an isomorphism of abelian groups. 
(3) For every n E R-sp the function 
8 : Hofi~R,(C(@, Q,(M))+Hom&‘@), Q&W) 
induced by x= Q,(A) : Q,(M)+Q,(M’) is an isomorphism of a 
Proof. (l)* (2). By 15, Proposition 6.11, fl: is a monomorphism 
We claim that it too is an essential extension. Indeed, set 
submodule of M’, so E(M”)=E(M’). By the stability 
E(T,(M”))@E’, where E’ is n-torsionfree, _4lso, if IV= E’n 
E’ and so E’= E(N). Since N is n-torsionfree, 
E’ is injective and Ir-torsionfree, we have E’= 
NC Q,(N) c_ QJM”) c Q,(E(M”)) = E’, 
proving that Qn(Mn) is large in E’. If N’=E’nM”, then .!V 
whence 
Q,Vf"? c Q,(M’) G Q,(E(M')) = Q,(EWf")) = E”. 
proving that Q,(w) is large; in QJM”). Since n’ induces an is 
Qx(M) and QJM”), this establishes the claim. 
In particular, we note that if Qn 
in this c , (2) is true trivially. Therefore we can assumes wit 
that Qn ) #O, i.e. that M is not n-torsion. 
Let O#(=EHOmR(W, 
W is n-cocritical. Set N= [Q 
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of IM. Moreover, D = NXc-’ is a nonzero submodule of W. Since W is n-cocritilcal, 
D is n-dense in it and so there exists an R-homomorphism a! making the diagram 
QJM) 
commute. %loreover, D c ker(aX - {) so aI- c induces an R-homomorphism from 
M’) which must be the O-map. Therefore c = ax= 0(a), proving that 8 
8 is clearly a monomorphism of abelian groups, this proves that it is 
an isomorphism. 
(3). This is an immediate result of Proposition 6.6(4) of [S]. 
(3)m (1). Assume that 31 is not an essential extension, i.e. that MA is not large in 
M’. Since R is ieft noetherian, this means that there exists a cocritical submodule 
N’ of M’ satisfying N’n MA =O. Let n =x(N’). Then N’ is isomorphic to a suh- 
module IV” of C(n), which is n-dense in C(R). Moreover, the canonical map 
M’--+Q,(M’) restricts to an R-monomorphism p : N’+Q,(M’) and so 
an R-homomorphism w making the diagram 
0 
C 
-----eN”- C(Jo 
= -I I w 
0 
P 
-N’- Q&W 
commute. By 15, Proposition 6.6(4)], I// is also an &homomorphism. 
there exists 
Since N” is 
large in C(n), Np is large in C(Z)I~. Since N’n MA = 0, we have N’,u~ Qn(M)X= 0 
and so C(n)u/n Q,(M)X= 0. Therefore w $ im(t9). q 
2.2. Proposition. Let R be a Ieft stable notherian ring and let M be a left R-module 
having an injective resolution 
a-1 a0 a1 
(-)-M--_,E-E -... 0 1 
in R-mod. Then t&e forrowing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) This resolution is minimar’. 
(2) For each nonnegative integer i, for each prime torsion theory 71 eR-sp, and 
for each n-cocritical left R-mod&e W, the homomorphism of abelian groups 
Homa{ W, Qn(Ei))+HomR( W, Q,(Ei+ 1)) is the O-map. 
(3) r each nonnegative integer i, for each prime torsion theory it E R-sp, the 
~~~~on~orp~is~n of abelian groups HomR,(C(n), Qn(Ei))*HomRn(C(II), Qn(Ei+ 1)) 
is the O-map. 
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Proof. Set No =0 and, for each positive integer i, set /VI = COC; 
each such i, wt3 have an exact sequence 
If n E R-sp and if IW is a n-cocritical left R-module, then we 
sequence of abelian groups 
04HomR( w, Q,W,- ,&Hom,( w,Q,(E,,) 
Moreover, Y is the O-map if and only if Q, is an isomorphism, a 
Proposition 2.1. Similarly, (1) e (3). El 
2.3. Proposition. Let R be a left stable noetherian ring and /et t 
If M is a left R-module and if 
Q 
(*I o- 
-: 
M-E 0 
is a minimal injective resolution of M in R-mod then 
is a minimal injective resolution of Q,(M) in R,-mod. A~WYVWP, 
free then QT(Ei) = Ei for all i 2 0. 
Proof. Since T is perfect, Q,( l ) is an exact endofun 
exact sequence in R-mod. Moreover, by stability each 
where E,!= Tr(Ei) and E,: is t-torsionfree. Thus Q,(E,) = 
Ey and so each QT(Ei) is injective. Therefore (I*) 
The inclusion map (Y_ 1 : A4 +Eo induces an R-m 
image of which is large in El and so 1$z E(M/T,(M)) = 
tion 16.11, E~/Q,(M) is absolutely r-pure and so i 
E; and is similarly large there. Continuing in this manner, WC 
minimal injective resolution of Q,(M) in R-mod. 
6.71 each E,rt is also injective as a left R,-module 
tion of Q,(M) in R,-mod, which is minimal by 
If M is r-torsionfree, then so is E. by stabilit 
tion of [5, Proposition 16.11, so is each Eie Therefore El’= 
ir0, 0 
2.4. Proposition. Let R be a left stabfe ring and let 
be a minimal injective resolution of a left R-m 
for each nonnegative integer i. 
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roof. We will prove this resuh by induction on i. If i = 0, then E0 = E(M). Clearly 
supp(Eo). Conversely, if ~‘t $ supp(M), then M is Ir-torsion and hence, by 
stability, so is Eo. Thus n$supp(E& We have therefore proven that supp(M)= 
SUPPfEo). 
Now assume inductively that i >O and that supp(Eh) dsupp(M) for all h c i. 
Then there exists a submodu.le N of Eh_. 1 such that Eh = E(E,,_ i /N). As before, we 
thus have supp(&) = supp(Eh _ 1 IN) E supp(Eh _ 1) and so, by the induction 
hypothesis, upp(Eh) Esupp(M). Cl 
If O-+M--+Eo-+E, --)a*. is a minimal injective resolution of a left R-module M 
and if tea-tors, then, following 181, we define the z-dominant dimension of M to 
be 
r-dom dim(M) = min{ i 1 Ei is not r-torsionfree} 
where, by convention, the minimum of the empty set of integers i taken to be 00. 
3. The Bass invariants of a module 
If N is a left R-module and if k is a cardinal, then we denote by Ntk) the direct 
sum of k copies of N in &mod. Let R be a left stable left noetherian ring. If M 
is a left R-module then we can write 
E(M) s @ E( z#‘(=* M)), 
n E R-sp 
where, for each prime torsion theory 7t, ~(71, M) is a suitable cardinal number. We 
will call the set {&r, M) 1 n E R-sp} the set of Bass invariants of M, since it is the 
analog of the corresponding set of invariants for modules over commutative 
noetherian rings studied in [ 1,121. If O+M +EO -‘Et -+=-- is a minimal injective 
resolution of a left R-moduile M, then, for each nonnegaive integer i and for each 
prime torsion theory n, we define pi(lt,M) to be equal to p(SEi). By standard 
results of homological lgebra we see that these cardinals are independent of the 
particular minimal injective resolution chosen for M. 
Note that ~(n, M) is nonzero if and only if 71 Eass(E(M)) = ass(M). If the module 
M is finitely generated, then, as a consequence of this and of [S, Proposition 21.221, 
we see that ~(71, M) is nonzero for only finitely-many elements n of R-sp. 
3.1. reposition. Let R be a ied2 stable left noetherian ring and let M be a left 
R=module. If’ pi (Z, M) z 0 j’or some n E R-sp and for some nonnegative integer i, 
0, then n ~ass( ) and so the result follows from 
Minimal injective resolutions 
roposition. Let R be a left stable left noetkerian ri
module having finite uniform dimension. If p,( n, 
and some nonnegative integer i, then there exists an element n’ 
&t’, M) # 0. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1 and 
M* 0 
3.3. Proposition. Let R be a left stable left noetherian ring. If T 
is a left R-module, then 
r-dom dim(M) = min{ i 1 pi(n, M) #to for some R E R-sp 
Proof. Let O+M+EpE, -+- be a minimal injective resoluti 
R-sp, then pi(Z, M)+O if and only if it E ass(Ei). But n L r 
and only if Ei is r-torsionfree, and so r-dom dim(M) = min{ i
it E R-sp \ lP(r)} , as desired. Kl 
3.4. Proposition. Let R be a left stable left noetherian 
R-module. let n be a minimal element of R-sp and let i 
satisfying the condition that pi (II, M) is finite. Then Ext k (C(n), 
of dimension pi(n, M) over D(z). 
Proof. Let O+M+EO+El +n- be a minimal injective resolution 
sider the induced complex 
(*I O+Hom&‘(@, E@HomR(C(n), E,)-+- 
If N is an arbitrary cocritical left R-module, then 
HomR(C(n), E(N)) = 0 unless x(N) = 9t. Indeed, if 
O+a : C(n)-+E(N), then a cannot be manic so C(n)a is n-t 
stability, E(N) is n-torsion. On the other hand, C(n) is not 
is x(N)-torsionfree. Therefore n > x(N), contradicting the as 
Thus the claim is established. 
If x(N) = II, then E(N)n E(A) and so 
where k = pi (71, M). Moreover, by Proposit 
(*) are O-maps. Thus we see that Ext&(C(n), 
then, by a well-known isomorphism, this is isomorphic to 
over, if a E HomR(C(z), E(z)) then a must 
Therefore C(n)a c C(H). This implies that 
D(z) which is, as we have seen, a divisi 
vector space of dimension k =pi(n, M) over 
If a torsion theory T in R-tors is 
46 J.S. Golan 
know that there exists a bijective mapping of partially-ordered sets ?# from t’P(r) to 
&Sp* 
3.5. Proposition, Ler R bs a left stable left noetherian ring and /et TE R-tars be 
IJe t. lj* M is a T-torsimfi~ee left R-module, if n E P(T), and if 0 = f4 (71) E R,-sp, 
t/hen for t~h iz0 we have pi@, M)=p& Q,(M)). 
his is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 18.4 of 
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